
Despatching Through 80s London: A Thrilling
Journey Back in Time

London, the multicultural melting pot where history and modernity collide, has
always been a captivating city. From its diverse neighborhoods to its iconic
landmarks, every corner holds a story waiting to be discovered. In this article, we
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take you on an exhilarating journey through the bustling streets of 80s London,
where bikes played a significant role in the city's pulse.

The click of gears, the hum of engines, and the constant movement of people and
vehicles set the rhythm of the city during this vibrant era. Amongst this symphony
of chaos, despatch riders took center stage. These brave individuals weaved
through the streets, delivering packages and information with speed and
precision. In a world before emails and instant messages, these despatch riders
were the trusted connection between businesses and their clients.
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One of the longest established despatch companies in London during the 80s
was Speedy Despatch Ltd. Founded in 1976, it quickly transformed into a thriving
enterprise with a fleet of skilled and dedicated riders. Speedy Despatch's bikes
were a common sight on the city's roads, zipping through traffic with skillful
maneuvers that seemed almost magical.

To understand the experience of despatching through 80s London, one must first
imagine the eclectic mix of styles and sounds that filled the streets. From the
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fashion trends of New Romantics to the booming electronic beats of the synth-
pop movement, the city was a hub of creativity and self-expression. As despatch
riders navigated the city, they were not mere background characters; they were
part of the vibrant tapestry that made up London's cultural landscape.

Picture yourself perched atop a powerful motorbike, commanding attention with
your stylish leather jacket adorned with patches and pins. The wind tousles your
hair as you glide through narrow streets, passing by iconic landmarks such as the
Houses of Parliament, St. Paul's Cathedral, and the Tower Bridge. Pedestrians
stop and stare, captivated by the aura of freedom that surrounds the despatch
riders.

The streets themselves also resonated with the energy of the era. Neon signs
flashed above shops, advertising the latest fashion and music trends. From
Camden Town to Soho, every neighborhood had its own unique character,
attracting artists, musicians, and fashionistas alike. As despatch riders traversed
the maze of streets, they became both observers and participants in this vivid
kaleidoscope of 80s London.

Despatching through London during this era was not without its challenges.
Traffic congestion was a constant battle, and the narrow lanes and often crowded
roads required impeccable riding skills. Patience and quick thinking were crucial,
as despatchers had to find alternative routes and navigate through gridlocked
streets to ensure timely deliveries.

Despite these challenges, despatching through 80s London was a thrilling and
rewarding experience. The fast-paced nature of the job kept riders on their toes,
adrenaline pumping through their veins. The sense of freedom and adventure
was unmatched, as every day presented new opportunities for exploration and
discovery.



In addition to the exhilaration of the job, despatching through 80s London allowed
riders to witness firsthand the city's transformation. Urban regeneration projects
were in full swing, breathing new life into neglected areas. From the trendy
warehouses of Shoreditch to the vibrant markets of Covent Garden, despatch
riders witnessed the evolution of the city, becoming witnesses to history in the
making.

As we reflect on the legacy of despatching through 80s London, it's important to
acknowledge the invaluable role these riders played in keeping the city's
heartbeat alive. In an era when technology was still in its early stages, they
served as the vital link between clients and businesses, ensuring the seamless
flow of information and goods.

Despatching through 80s London was not just a job; it was a way of life. It was an
experience that shaped the individuals who embraced its challenges and thrills. It
was a moment in time when freedom, creativity, and self-expression converged
on the streets of the British capital.

So, the next time you find yourself walking the streets of London, take a moment
to imagine the echoes of the past. Visualize the despatch riders in their leather
jackets and helmets, weaving through traffic in a display of skill and
determination. Let their spirit inspire you to embrace the adventure and vibrancy
that London has to offer, and appreciate the role they played in shaping the city
we know and love today.
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The book is well-written and well-edited. The author expressed true love for his
many motorcycles, not least because he is unflinchingly critical of them and
himself.
Set in the late 70s and the following decade, this is the story of his start on bikes
and subsequent years as an urban motorcycle mercenary. It was an era when
badly behaved messengers capitalized on London’s economic revival, squatting
was easy, Thatcherism polarised the nation and rioting was a frequent response
to it.
Despatch riding on everything from classic Brit twins to thundering Italian street
racers, demented dirt missiles, and nitrox-injected dinosaurs, his story includes a
brush with Class War and regular spells in hospital.
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